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This has been an elemental month. I have been writing from Maricá, a community
whose name comes from mari (thorn) and caá (bush) according to the indigenous
people that first dwelt in these lands. Although located only 60 kilometres from
downtown, Maricá is still blessed with rural landscapes.

Culinary tradition

Folk wisdom and scientific knowledge
Around here it is not hard to find homes with space and potential to cultivate
fruits, vegetables and pulses for their own family meals, and to market them too.
Water is also abundant in the Maricá-Guarapina complex of four lagoons (Maricá –
picture below, Barra, Guarapina and Padre).

And so here is a verse from the poem ‘Lagoa’ written by Carlos Drummond de
Andrade, one of Brazil’s greatest poets:
In the shower of colours (Na chuva de cores)
That rains down in the afternoon, (da tarde que explode,)
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the lagoon is brilliant. (a lagoa brilha.)
The lagoon paints itself (A lagoa se pinta)
with every colour. (de todas as cores.)
In May the kitchen gardens from Maricá are full of couve (a type of kale). The
traditional Brazilian culinary recommends that the leaves of couve be torn by hand.
Recently, scientists discovered chemopreventives in the leaves that are activated
by maceration (1). Once again folk wisdom, in this case of the value of shredding
couve preferably by hand, has anticipated scientific evidence. Boiled couve is an
invariable side dish served with our famous feijoada (2), originally invented by
slaves, whose main ingredients are black beans, salt pork, and also bovine offal
meats such as ears, feet, throat, and all the other parts that were usually discarded
by the slave-owners. Today, it is enjoyed by all classes at weekends. Couve also
gives the colour to the traditional originally Portuguese caldo verde (green broth).
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Nutrition in cities

Warm words and hot dogs
The 5th World Urban Forum, organized by UN-Habitat, held between 24-26
March, was attended by me and another 13,717 participants from 150 countries.
This time Brazil was the host. Its location was within old warehouses located in
the Mauá Harbour, located in downtown Rio. The warehouses are being renovated
as are many other abandoned sites, in anticipation of the 2016 Rio Olympics.
For the first time of the history of the Forum we got a session on nutrition in
cities, organised by the UN System Standing Committee on Nutrition (SCN). This
was thanks to the persistence of SCN steering committee member Florence Egal
of the Food and Agriculture Organization of the United Nations in Rome, who for
many years has been trying to convince UN-Habitat that nutrition is relevant to
the urban environment, which you might think is obvious. But it took five events
for UN-Habitat to get the message.
True, there are very many other urban issues struggling to be recognised. For
instance, there are still more than 45 million people living in favelas (shantytowns
and slums) in Brazil, in conditions characterised by lack of clean water, lack of
adequate or any sanitation, overcrowding, and fragile housing. In Brazilian cities
on average only one-third of children attend primary school (1). Such issues are so
obvious and basic that they often are overlooked. We always need to go on
reminding ourselves and others of what is fundamental.
Public-private dissonance
The SCN session addressed malnutrition in the urban setting. Much of the
discussion was about the politics of nutrition. In discussion Florence Egal said
that nutrition professionals are part of the problem, because conventionally we
have narrowed nutrition to being merely a biological discipline, whereas like other
aspects of public health it is fundamentally political. Treated as merely biological,
nutrition seems boring and only marginally relevant outside such a narrow setting.
The opening speaker was Association founder member Denise Coitinho, who has
now returned to WHO in Geneva from having been responsible for the UN World
Food Programme’s REACH initiative in Rome. She addressed ‘the double burden
of malnutrition and its urban dimension’ and suggested feasible and effective
actions to address these problems, which include undernutrition and infection, and
also obesity and chronic diseases, within the same community and even the same
family. It’s interesting to see how the recommendations of the UN agencies are
contradicted by those of industry. Thus on the one hand we have the UN strategy
for infant and young child feeding which emphasises breastfeeding, whereas
industry focuses on commercial weaning foods. Again like other aspects of public
health, nutrition includes battles between the public interest and the private
interest.
In further discussion Florence Egal said that she preferred to work within the
agricultural sector in order to be closer to the basis of nutrition, including the ways
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foods are produced, the origin of what arrives in our plates; these also are
dimensions of nutrition that go far beyond biochemistry.
Time to speak and act
Maybe the delegates to the Forum knew about the principles of good food.
Whether they did or not, they didn’t get much chance to put these into practice.
But I didn’t hear anybody apart from people in our group grumbling about the
catering on offer. Do you want to know what people ate once they were inside the
Forum arenas? Yes, there was one restaurant (for 13,000 plus people) to eat meals,
but dozens of hot dog, ice-cream, pizza, and snacks stands.
Maybe it’s time to get militant. Can we imagine activists in front of soft drink
factories and supermarkets – or inside the World Urban Forum – with placards
proclaiming ‘stop harming children!’? After all, direct action has been and remains
essential to tobacco control and environmental protection. Every day I am
becoming more and more convinced that we need now to get out from behind our
desks and to speak out, using the media, and in the streets. It’s time to turn
consumers into citizens.
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The politics of nutrition

Parent and citizen power
Talking about consumers, I have also participated in the ALANA Institute’s 3rd
international forum on children and their needs and rights, held in São Paulo. This
focused on three themes: honouring childhood, childrens’ play, and reflections on
consumption. My main interest was this third theme, and the responsibility of
parents on behalf of their children.
Marcelo Furtado, executive director of Greenpeace in Brazil, told us how
consumers acting as citizens have helped Greenpeace to change the whole chain
of unsustainable ways of productions. He gave the example of food industries that
used to buy ingredients such as sugar and soya from farms that were expanding
through the Amazon forests. Greenpeace then threatened the manufacturers,
saying that they would tell the consumers that the ingredients of their products
come from deforested areas. This worked. They did the same with shoe
manufacturers who bought leather from cattle raised in deforested areas.
As a result industry is now more sensitive to reducing harm to nature. But the
same does not yet apply to harm to health. Why? One reason is that this is not yet
on the agenda of politicians. The reason for that is partly the links between
government at all levels and industry. But the main reason is that telling
consumers that products are bad for their health still does not translate into
changed behaviour – and industry knows this.
What is also missing, as I felt at the World Urban Forum, is direct action.
Advocacy should not merely be aimed at consumers. It should be led by
consumers acting as parents and citizens, not only by health professionals. Getting
public health nutrition on politicians’ minds requires strong sustained social
pressure. We also need to be aware that the manufacturers of processed foods and
drinks are seeking and gaining partnerships and other association with people in
government at all levels, from international agencies to small towns. For this
reason health professionals, government executives and officers day by day have
less scope to act. Politicians need to feel that if they act in ways that threaten
public health – and that of children in particular – they will be denounced,
exposed, and be more likely to be slung out of office.

Urban design

How do you (or don’t) move?
The World Urban Forum made me think some more about life and health in big
cities. One big issue is of course transportation. It’s practically impossible to live
in any city in Brazil, a country whose railway system has mostly been ripped up
for the benefit of car manufacturers, without constant use of motorised transport.
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This is the other side of the energy balance coin. Physical inactivity plus energydense diets means energy imbalance, overweight and obesity (1).
Car ownership has rocketed in lower-income countries. In Brazil in 1959, 14,000
cars were sold for private use. Fifty years later in 2009 the figure was 2,200,000
cars (2). This is why cities like Rio have become festooned with overpasses like
snakes writhing over the urban landscape, creating filth, squalor and pollution,
and even so the motorways are constantly jammed and gridlocked. Cities designed
or redesigned for cars don’t even work for cars.
The state of traffic now adds environmental arguments to the social and economic
reasons given by Alvin Toffler when he foresaw people doing everything from
home, or as he has said, from their ‘electronic cottage’ (3). It is just crazy to spend
three to four hours a day in traffic, which is not uncommon in Brazilian cities such
as Rio de Janeiro and São Paulo. Our environment is screaming but we still are not
listening.
Unlocking the grid
Times are beginning to change in some cities. Niterói is the city over the other
side of Guanabara Bay, linked with Rio by a 13 kilometre bridge. A great change
in the city has made the solitary drivers of private cars furious, and those who
share the way to work and home very happy. Every hour on average, 2,500 cars
and 300 buses go through the Avenida São Boaventura, a main street 6.5
kilometres long. In March the city authorities created an express lane for collective
transport only. When I took the bus in my way from Rio, passing quickly through
the traffic, I felt like teasing the drivers. I thought of hanging a poster from the bus
window saying: ‘Leave your car at home pal, and get on board!’ This new system
benefits half a million people and has generated over 200 new jobs. Cars need 3040 minutes to get from one end of the Avenida to the other, and this time jumps
to 2 hours on holidays. Collective transport – buses and vans – make it in 15
minutes.
Other active transport systems are being created. In 2008, Rio launched the
programme Rio - the State of the Bicycle, coordinated by Mobilicidade. This makes
bicycles available for use in the city. Rio being Rio, in December 2009 56 bicycles
were stolen from the bike stations. After that the service was temporarily
suspended and the system of locks strengthened. In March just three bikes were
stolen. The bicycle company is asking advice from one of the thieves who was
caught, on how to make their locks even more impregnable.
Then the rains came

‘The term ‘‘public” signifies the world itself, in so far as it is common
to all of us and distinguished from our privately owned place in it’
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This quote from Hannah Arendt’s book The Human Condition (4) informed much of
my month as I wrote this column. In March I mentioned that Rio then had
endured its highest ever recorded temperature of 45 degrees (over 110 degrees
Fahrenheit). On 5-6 April, just ten days after the end of the World Urban Forum,
we suffered the greatest rainstorm ever in the history of the city and the
surrounding areas. In less than 24 hours, 28 centimetres (11 inches) of rain fell.
Some people may have felt that this was God’s way of stopping the traffic, as
illustrated by the photograph above. The whole city was almost at a standstill.
Not even buses could get around. This column was partly written, thanks to the
battery life of the new generation of netbooks, at a time when I was completely
stuck and unable to get home. In the first day about a hundred people were killed,
mostly in favelas (shantytowns) whose fragile dwellings were swept away in
mudslides. The total number of deaths including in Niterói was over 200, and the
cost of damage is estimated to be over $US 10 billion (5).
On a lighter note, the gardens of Maricá, mentioned above, were also inundated.
As you can see from the picture below, the floods created Snow White and the Six
Dwarves, for the seventh Dwarf was swept away, never to be found again.

Unnatural disasters
Some commentaries surmised, no doubt correctly, that the heat of February and the rain of April
were linked, and were all part of the climate change that affects Brazil too. Some foreign media
unkindly wondered whether Rio was after all a fit place to hold the 2016 Olympics. But apart from
the climate change thought, to my amazement all media coverage treated the great storm simply as
a natural disaster – a random event, or an act of nature or of God. Interviewed at the time,
President Lula advised everybody to pray, as he said he was.
The consequences of the storm certainly were not natural. As mentioned, almost all those who
died were living in shacks that were swept away. The cause of mudslides was the rain and also
slopes made dangerous by tree-felling. The flooding was made worse, and made poisonous, by
inadequate drainage and sewage systems, often blocked with garbage.
And here we come to the direct connection with public health nutrition. Just take one example:
packaging. Nutrition professionals think about what’s in processed food, and sometimes what’s on
the labels of the packages, but rarely about the packages themselves. They should. Humanity has
developed increasingly unsustainable ways of living. Consumerism, fuelled by mass marketing, has
created desires and ‘needs’ for more and more superfluous foods and other goods. As a result we
are figuratively and literally exhaling and excreting intolerable amounts of smoke, pollution,
biocides, food, drink, and garbage. How we eat expresses how we feel about the planet.
Think about how much garbage you generate, what kind of garbage it is, and what you do with the
garbage you produce. Protecting the planet in which we share our lives is, I believe, part of our
mission as public health nutrition professionals, for our own sakes, those of our families and
communities, for humanity and for the biosphere, now and in future. Air, water and soil are public
goods. They are components of the physical world and also of the living world, for we inevitably
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live integrated with them, for the good and for the bad. How we relate to our physical world is
decisive for all our lives, and therefore also for public health nutrition seen as a whole.
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